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Some of my (current/former) OA activities
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German Academies & Politics
 President Berlin Brandenburg Academy of Sciences and Humanities (BBAW)
 2001  Telota Initiative of BBAW (The Electronic Life Of The Academy)
 2015  Open Access Strategy of the State of Berlin
 2016- Chair of Open Access Strategy Working Group Berlin
 2019  Open Science Strategy of BBAW
DEAL related activities (since 25 years)
 Current Member: DEAL Negotiation Team
 Former President: Zuse Institute for Information Technology
 Former Member: Committee of Electronic Information and Communication 
of the International Mathematical Union
 Former Chair: IuK-Initiative (Information and Communication Initiative) of 
German Scientific Associations
 Former Head of the organizational office of the 
Kooperativer Bibliotheksverbund Berlin-Brandenburg (KOBV) 
Some of My Convictions
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 As a scientist, I am paid from public (taxpayers‘) funds. 
 Therefore, I consider the results of my publicly funded research as a 
“public good”. 
 As a consequence, these results should be made available to the 
public free of charge and without use restrictions (subject to legal 
constraints). 
 Now is the first time in the history of mankind that this is possible.
 Let us do it!
 Let us achieve Open Access, Open Data, Open Source, 
Open Science, Open X….
For more details, see:
Martin Grötschel: „Elektronisches Publizieren, Open Access, Open 
Science und ähnliche Träume“
https://edoc.bbaw.de/frontdoor/index/index/docId/2513
My Scholarly Paradise
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What do I want (and probably everybody else)?
All scientific material (publications, data, software,…) I am 
interested in should be 
 electronically available at my fingertips
 easily findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable (FAIR)
 with an excellent user interface and searchable, 
 with functioning links to supporting material, 
 including quality guarantee (peer reviewed)
 everywhere
 anytime
 without cost (for myself)
 perpetually.
Predictions 20-25 Years Ago
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The Internet will make 
all these dreams come true
and even much more!   
IuK-Initiative 1994
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IuK-Initiative 1994
9
towards/against
What is the Real "Ware"?
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Reader gives Interest, receives Originality
Author provides Quality, gets Acknowledgement
Publisher provides Dissemination, gets Profit
Librarian provides Access, gets Budget
Editor provides Quality, gets Influence
Money and ware are decoupled to a great extent.
Primary exchange object:
Prestige, Reputation
What is the Real "Ware"?
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Money and commercial value are by far not the only
driving forces. There are also:
 prestige
 vanity
 influence
 quality aspects
The “players” on the academic side were not aware of the 
complexity of this “market”. It took (and still takes) time to 
understand the “cost of knowledge”.
They are of at least
equal importance.
CEIC (1998 in Berlin – 2002 Paris)
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OA Declarations everywhere
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Continued 2013
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List of Institutions in Berlin that signed the Berlin 
Declaration:
Nr. Date Institution
637 25.06.2019 Universität der Künste Berlin 
631 24.01.2019 Beuth Hochschule für Technik 
628 11.12.2018 Hochschule für Wirtschaft und 
Recht
617 23.05.2018 Charité – Universitätsmedizin
567 15.08.2016 Technische Universität Berlin
311 13.07.2011 Hochschule für Technik und 
Wirtschaft
162 09.05.2006 Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin
142 17.01.2006 Freie Universität Berlin
003 22.10.2003 Berlin-Brandenburgische Akademie 
der Wissenschaften
13.10.2015: Berlin‘s OA-Strategy
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 Mit diesem Strategiepapier will das Land Berlin dazu beitragen, dem Ziel 
eines für alle offenen Zugangs zu digitalen Wissensressourcen einen 
Schritt näherzukommen. 
 Das Land möchte mit seiner Open-Access-Strategie auch erreichen, dass 
die vom Land für Bildung, Wissenschaft und Kultur aufgewendeten 
Steuermittel die Wettbewerbsfähigkeit Berlins nachhaltig sichern und 
größtmöglichen Nutzen für Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft erzielen.
Open-Access-Strategie für Berlin
einstimmig verabschiedet vom 
Berliner Abgeordnetenhaus am 13.10.2015
AG Open-Access-Strategie Berlin
 Alice Salomon Hochschule Berlin 
Berlin Institute of Health
 Berlin-Brandenburgische Akademie 
der Wissenschaften
 Beuth Hochschule für Technik Berlin
 Charité - Universitätsmedizin Berlin
 Evangelische Hochschule Berlin 
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft
 Freie Universität Berlin
 Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft 
 Hochschule des Bundes für 
öffentliche Verwaltung
 Hochschule für Musik Hanns Eisler
 Hochschule für Schauspielkunst Ernst 
Busch
 Hochschule für Technik und 
Wirtschaft Berlin (HTW)
 Hochschule für Wirtschaft und Recht 
Berlin (HWR)
 Humboldt Universität zu Berlin
 Katholische Hochschule für 
Sozialwesen Berlin (KHSB)
 Kooperativer Bibliotheksverbund 
Berlin/Brandenburg
 Kunsthochschule Berlin (Weißensee) 
– Hochschule für Gestaltung
 Landesarchiv Berlin
 Leibniz-Gemeinschaft
 Max-Planck-Gesellschaft
 Senatskanzlei – Wissenschaft und 
Forschung
 Senatsverwaltung für Kultur und 
Europa
 Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin 
 Technische Universität Berlin
 Universität der Künste Berlin (UdK)
 Zentral- und Landesbibliothek Berlin
 Zuse-Institut Berlin
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Open-Access-Publikationen, Ziel 2020: 60%
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Die Erhebung der Daten war schwierig: eigene Arbeitsgruppe.
Vor 2015: nur Schätzungen
Verbesserung des Zähl-
und Berichtswesens
http://www.open-access-berlin.de/news/2019-01-23-Open-Access-Zahlen-Berlin-2017.html
Open Access Activities
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And so on…
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A declaration of ALL European Academies
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ALLEA declaration
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Towards an Open Science Culture
 Academic assessment and reward systems should see merit in participation in the 
culture of sharing, in enabling online collaboration and reproducible e-science. Those 
producing or reusing scientific information should comply with codes of conduct and 
conform to the standards of scientific integrity in their discipline, subjecting publications 
and also datasets to peer review and quality assessments.
 Commercial and security interests are to be considered, but the existence of scientific 
data that arises from privately funded research or that is security-sensitive should also 
be registered, when it is in the interest of the public good, with sector- and field-specific 
licenses on limited or delayed release of such information subject to time-based expiry.
 Open science should facilitate access to quality educational tools and should allow 
citizens to benefit from advanced technologies. It is hoped that the young will find 
inspiration for new discoveries and entrepreneurship, joining the ranks of scientists, 
engineers and innovators in far greater numbers than is currently the case.
Approved in May 2019
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Open Science
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 Open Access
 Open Research Data                         
 Open Research Software
 Open Innovation
are going to change research approaches and methodologies.
Important topics:
 Creation of data standards
 Standardisation of methodologies 
 Worldwide cooperation necessary
 Implementation of the FAIR Principles
see https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/
National Research Data 
Initiative (NFDI) 
FAIR Principles
Findable
The first step in (re)using data is to find them. Metadata and data 
should be easy to find for both humans and computers. Machine-
readable metadata are essential for automatic discovery of datasets 
and services, so this is an essential component of the FAIRification 
process.
F1. (Meta)data are assigned a globally unique and persistent 
identifier
F2. Data are described with rich metadata (defined by R1 below)
F3. Metadata clearly and explicitly include the identifier of the data 
they describe
F4. (Meta)data are registered or indexed in a searchable resource
Accessible
Once the user finds the required data, she/he needs to know how 
can they be accessed, possibly including authentication and 
authorisation.
A1. (Meta)data are retrievable by their identifier using a 
standardised communications protocol
A1.1 The protocol is open, free, and universally implementable
A1.2 The protocol allows for an authentication and authorisation 
procedure, where necessary
A2. Metadata are accessible, even when the data are no longer 
available
Interoperable
The data usually need to be integrated with other data. In addition, 
the data need to interoperate with applications or workflows for 
analysis, storage, and processing.
I1. (Meta)data use a formal, accessible, shared, and broadly 
applicable language for knowledge representation.
I2. (Meta)data use vocabularies that follow FAIR principles
I3. (Meta)data include qualified references to other (meta)data
Reusable
The ultimate goal of FAIR is to optimise the reuse of data. To 
achieve this, metadata and data should be well-described so that 
they can be replicated and/or combined in different settings.
R1. Meta(data) are richly described with a plurality of accurate and 
relevant attributes
R1.1. (Meta)data are released with a clear and accessible data 
usage license
R1.2. (Meta)data are associated with detailed provenance
R1.3. (Meta)data meet domain-relevant community standards
The principles refer to three types of entities: data (or any digital 
object), metadata (information about that digital object), and 
infrastructure. For instance, principle F4 defines that both metadata 
and data are registered or indexed in a searchable resource (the 
infrastructure component).
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edition humboldt digital
 Die Amerikanischen Reisetagebücher
 Die russisch-sibirischen Reisetagebücher
 Themenschwerpunkte
 Briefwechsel
 Dokumente
http://edition-humboldt.de
Alexander von Humboldt auf Reisen - Wissenschaft aus der Bewegung 25
CC BY-SA 4.0 Namensnennung - Weitergabe 
unter gleichen Bedingungen 4.0 International

CENTRO HUMBOLDT in Havanna
 14.09.2016
Memorandum of Understanding 
BBAW – Academia de Ciencias
 Dezember 2017
Trip to Havanna
 Januar-Mai 2018
Application phase
Gerda Henkel Stiftung
Fritz Thyssen Stiftung
Foreign Office
Financial Support: ca. 1.2 Million Euro
 2019-2023
CENTRO HUMBOLDT
Zentrum für digitale Kulturerbeforschung
Berlin – Havanna
Opening: 19. November 2019
Alexander von Humboldt auf Reisen - Wissenschaft aus der Bewegung 27
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My basic opinion (in line with the DEAL concept)
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After a long struggle with myself and many others I have become 
fully convinced that our goal for the publication of scientific articles 
should be:
Gold Open Access
(Authors pay, free access for everyone)
 This removes (almost) all legal dangers/pitfalls.
 The new publication system will be transparent and cheaper.
 But: 
 The habits of the scientists and librarians have to change. 
 Many people and institutions have to be convinced that the financial 
flows need to be redirected.
 What about the publishers?
https://www.projekt-deal.de/about-deal/
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Who is behind Project DEAL?
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DEAL is a project supported by the “Allianz”, i. e., the
Alliance of all German science and research organizations:
Alexander von Humboldt-Stiftung
Deutsche Akademie der Naturforscher Leopoldina
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst
Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft
Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft Deutscher Forschungszentren
Hochschulrektorenkonferenz (all German universities)
Leibniz-Gemeinschaft
Max-Planck-Gesellschaft
Wissenschaftsrat
Challenges
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 Before negotiations with publishers could start, DEAL needed to 
overcome internal hurdles in Germany due to the federal structure 
of Germany which does not enable national agreements easily. 
 Before DEAL was able to negotiate a national agreement, the 
Alliance of German Research Organizations had to join forces and 
build a new type of national negotiation body. 
 This was important as it was clear from the beginning that a shift 
to open access (OA) could only be successful on a national level, 
not on institutional or consortium level. 
 And the negotiation body needed to specify the goals!
DEAL: Project Structure
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Negotiation Group
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The DEAL negotiation group consists of
 (former) President of the university presidents organization (HRK), 
Horst Hippler (head of the negotiation group) 
 5 further negotiation experienced scientists 
(slight changes over time, e.g.: Gerard Meijer, was an excellent 
“acquisition”, former President of Radboud-Universität in Nijmegen and 
formerly member of the corresponding Dutch negotiation team)
 7 supporting library heads (Projektgruppe), 
 plus an office supplying statistics and more, etc.
The objectives of Projekt DEAL
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 Immediate open access publication of all new research articles by 
authors from German institutions
 Permanent full-text access to the publisher’s complete journal 
portfolio
 Fair and reasonable pricing for such services articulated with a 
simple and future-oriented model based on the number of articles 
published.
These objectives are in line the LIBER principles for publisher negotiations, the 
principles of Plan S, and the objectives of the global OA2020 Initiative to 
accelerate the transition to open access. 
More about international initiatives and negotiating strategies are at the ESAC 
webpage.
The DEAL Project – Principles
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1. One New Contract for the whole of Germany
(we have to determine fair prices “ab initio”, not a reduction)
2. Transparency
(one contract for all, and of course it is going to be public),
3. Open Access
(all papers from Germany should be published gold-OA immediately)
4. Fair Prices
(gauged by “per paper published with first author from Germany”)
5. Future-Oriented, Sustainable Pricing
(designed for an open-access future; sustainable for the sciences, for 
the publishers, also in view of pre-publishing, piracy, open access)
The DEAL Project – the price to pay
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What should we pay?
We pay for the German share in worlwide publishing
The fair price is
#articles published (with a German first author)
* (reasonable)PAR(“publish and read fee”)
* (possibly) growth 
The DEAL Miracle
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Almost all German scientific libraries (with only very few exceptions) 
subscribed to the ideas of Project DEAL and joined the project. 
This appeared to me impossible, and I still consider it a miracle.
This solidarity (that is still alive) is very important for the project.
There are many (head) librarians involved who spent a lot of energy 
on the project. I would like to mention two who played a significant 
role:
 Dr. Antje Kellersohn, Director of the University Library Freiburg 
 Frank Scholze, Director of the KIT Library Karlsruhe 
Zeitplan (plan in the beginning, now outdated)
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Projekt DEAL: https://www.projekt-deal.de/
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Press Reactions 2016-2017 (a small sample)
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Science, 23.8.2017
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BERLIN—In a third-floor conference room here overlooking the 
famous Potsdamer Platz, once bisected by the Berlin Wall, the 
future of academic publishing is being negotiated. The backdrop is 
fitting, because if the librarians and academic leaders at the table 
get their way, another major divide will soon fall: the paywall that 
surrounds most research papers.
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Negotiations with Elsevier at a glance
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 04/20/16: Workshop with Elsevier including discussions about
possible DEAL negotiations
 05/03/16: Decision by the project steering committee to start
negotiations
 08/04/16: HRK press release regarding start of negotiations
(German)
 08/18/16: Start of negotiations
 10/11/16: Announcement by DEAL to Elsevier: Cancellation of
Elsevier contracts by the end of the year by more than 70 
institutions
 12/02/16: Press release by the Alliance of Science Organisations
regarding the current state of negotiations (German)
Negotiations with Elsevier at a glance
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 Beginning of 2017: Elsevier cuts off institutions without contract 
extension from latest issues
 Access is renewed around six weeks later
 03/24/17: HRK press release regarding the current offer by Elsevier 
(German)
 10/12/17: HRK press release regarding editors resigning from their 
activities for Elsevier
 End of 2017: More than 110 additional scientific institutions do not 
extend their contracts with Elsevier for 2018; Elsevier does not cut off 
access (See list here – German)
 07/05/18: HRK press release regarding the temporary adjournment 
of negotiations
 July 2018: Elsevier cuts off all institutions without contract from latest 
issues
 08/22/19: Project DEAL and Elsevier are still in contact, although 
formal negotiations have not yet been resumed
With its tactics Elsevier has 
lost about 40 Millionen Euros.
7 options!
Danger?
Transformation Dynamics
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Elsevier to resigning editor W. Marquardt, Oct. 2017:
 Germany has always been an innovation leader, but other countries 
are catching up quickly. (…)
 The complexities involved in the negotiations largely stem from 
Germany’s ambition to move to a fully gold open access world. (…)
 Germany’s challenge, however, is that the vast majority of 
research nations – among which the US, China and Japan –
do not pay to broadcast their research to the rest of the 
world like Germany wants to do. 
 Instead they prefer to publish under the subscription model, 
and support green open access (i.e. delayed manuscript sharing). As 
a result, immediate access to content from the rest of the world is 
not free.
Rough Industry: Elsevier‘s CEO was fired one weak after the Wiley 
agreement was signed
Nobody wants to change from horse carriage to motor car!
Transformation Dynamics
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Germany makes up 5-6% of the World Science Market
(e.g. in terms of publications)
… we are fighting not alone, but more support would be helpful
... this is the time to say we want Open Access!
And, I (and many others) believe that GOLD OA is the way to go.
However, Elsevier is right: The ideal publishing world (that I imagine) 
can only be realized if the majority joins the move to GOLD OA. That 
is why I call for worldwide efforts to achieve this goal.
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Negotiations with Wiley 
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 04/20/16: Workshop with Wiley including discussions about 
possible DEAL-negotiations
 05/03/16: Decision by the project steering committee to start 
exploratory talks in 2017
 01/19/17: Exploratory Talks
 04/28/17: Start of negotiations
 09/22/17: HRK press release regarding the state of negotiations 
and the temporary arrangement for 2018
 01/15/19: HRK press release regarding the signing of a DEAL-
Wiley contract
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Some Statements on the Wiley deal
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Prof. Dr. Horst Hippler, DEAL Chief Negotiator:
“[…] What is for sure: Change will happen and the question is, if you 
are not creative and participating, you are out of business. The same 
is true for institutions, but the same is also true for publishers.”
Prof. Dr. Gerard Meijer, DEAL Negotiation Team Member:
“We come actually from a situation where those communities that 
were very much in favour of Open Access were not the best friends 
of the bigger scientific publishers. And we needed time from both 
sides […] to understand each other.”
Judy Verses, Executive Vice-President Wiley:
“With the changes in the market going on you basically have to 
choices: You can decide that you are going to get in the front seat 
and drive and lead it or you can be in the back seat and maybe not 
be comfortable with where it’s taking you.”
The DEAL-Wiley Agreement is public 
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The DEAL-Wiley Agreement is public 
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Negotiations with Springer Nature 
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 03/22/16: Workshop with Springer Nature including discussions
about possible DEAL negotiations
 05/03/16: Decision by the project steering committee to start
exploratory talks in 2017
 05/17/17: Start of negotiations
 10/12/17: HRK press release regarding the current state of
negotiations and the temporary arrangement for 2018
 12/04/18: HRK press release regarding the current state of
negotiations and the temporary arrangement for 2019
 08/22/19: HRK press release regarding the signing of a 
Memorandum of Understanding
 Negotiations with Springer Nature are under way.
Springer Nature 
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On 22nd of August 2019, DEAL and Springer Nature signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) in Berlin.
 This sets the scene for the world’s most comprehensive open 
access agreement to be signed in autumn. 
 The finalized agreement will be made available in full text whereas
the MoU will not be published.
 The agreement is expected to see well over 13,000 articles a year
from German researchers published open access
(around 9,500 in Springer Nature’s subscription journals plus some
3,500 in fully open access journals).
SpringerNature: 22. August 2019
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Another Photo
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F. V. Peters
New CEO
G. Meijer
H. Hippler
D. Ropers
Springer Nature CEO, 
meanwhile resigned
F. Sander
D. Laging
Springer Nature
Memorandum of Understanding: Key elements
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(1) Agreement period: 2020-2022, with optional renewal for 2023
(2) Entitled institutions: All German research institutions entitled to
participate in the Alliance Licenses funded by the German Research 
Foundation (DFG) are eligible to participate (universities, universities of
applied sciences, research institutions, state and regional libraries). 
Not included: Hospitals (except university hospitals) and private-sector
companies of any kind, e.g. pharmaceutical companies.
(3) Journal access / journal titles included: Access to the issues of around
1,900 journals published during the contract period will be included: all 
Springer, Springer Medical/Medizin, Palgrave, Adis, Macmillan academic
journals.
(4) Not included journal titles / brands: Nature and Nature branded journals
and purely professional journals as well as magazines (including Scientific 
American, Spektrum der Wissenschaft).
Springer Nature
Memorandum of Understanding: Key elements
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(5) Backfiles, Archives: Participating institutions receive
complementary backfile access to issues of licensed journals
during the contract period back to 1997 or to the extent Springer 
Nature’s rights in the licensed journals permit.
Springer Nature and DEAL desire to permanently close gaps in 
journal archive content of certain Springer Nature journals.
(This has been achieved in the meantime.)
Springer Nature
Memorandum of Understanding: Key elements
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(6) Deep discount pricing for print: Participating institutions may
receive discounted print copies of the licensed journals, i.e. 75% on 
the journal list price (equals a 25% deep discount price), but no
discount on shipping and handling charges.
(7) Open Access publishing in subscription journals: From 1.1.2020, 
publications by authors from entitled institutions may be published
open access in around 1,900 subscription journals of the publisher. 
Not included are: Nature and Nature branded journals and purely
professional journals (including but not limited to ATZ, MTZ) as well
as magazines (including but not limited to Scientific American, 
Spektrum der Wissenschaft).
For the purposes of determining coverage, the date of reference is
the online publication date of the article.
Springer Nature
Memorandum of Understanding: Key elements
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(8) Publish and Read Fee (PAR-Fee): 2750 € per article.
(9) Publishing in Gold Open Access Journals: The agreement will 
enable open access publishing by authors from entitled institutions 
(submitting corresponding authors) in around 600 Springer Nature 
fully open access journals (including Nature Communications and 
Scientific Reports).
Springer Nature offers 20% discount on list price for BMC and 
Springer Open titles for all institutions.
List price increases of article processing charges 
will not exceed 3,5 % per journal title per year.
Springer Nature Deal: German output
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The expectation is that “more than 13,000 articles by German 
scholars and scientists” will be made openly available by this deal. 
This will represent about 15% of Germany’s annual research output 
which, coincidentally is the same as Springer Nature’s overall global 
market share.
Articles published OA by authors at participating German institutions 
will be open to everyone around the world to read, use and reuse, 
while researchers at all German institutions will be able to access all 
articles in Springer Nature journals in the agreement regardless of 
whether they are published OA or not.
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New Financial Architecture needed
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How DEAL did it?
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The Max Planck Society stepped in  and brought the MPDL (Max 
Planck digital library) into play.
The CEO of MPG decided to take a significant risk and founded the 
MPDL Services GmbH which acts, on behalf of Project DEAL, as the 
unit that handles all financial contacts with Wiley and Springer 
Nature and has the task to collect the funds necessary from the 
libraries “to pay the deal”.
Currently: Solidarity at work! But new financial structure needed.
Concerns
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The Scholarly Kitchen (quotes)
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Library consortia are prioritizing open access publishing in their 
publisher contracts, which they have stated clearly must be cost 
neutral or at least cost controlling overall.
Underneath the importance of cost control in the aggregate lies an 
extremely important question — how is the cost of a transformative 
agreement distributed within a library consortium among its 
members? 
I observe today that cost share distribution within consortia is a 
substantial risk to the ability of transformative agreements to take 
hold for the long term and may threaten the cohesion of consortia as 
well.
The Scholarly Kitchen (quotes)
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Many consortia rely on a cost share model based on institutional 
FTE, but considerations of historic spending, overall library 
budget/size, the availability of central funding if any, and other 
factors can come into consideration. 
Also relevant is whether a given contract is mandatory in the sense 
that all consortia members must contribute vs. those that are 
optional in the sense that the consortia negotiates the terms but 
then each institution decides whether to participate. These are 
sometimes also termed “all-in” vs “opt-in” for consortia members.
29. August 2019
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WISSENSCHAFT
Börsenverein legt »Deal«-Kartellbeschwerde ein
Ist der bundesweite Bibliothekseinkauf der „Deal“-Allianz ein Fall 
fürs Bundeskartellamt? Der Börsenverein hat bei den 
Kartellwächtern eine Beschwerde eingelegt, bestätigt der Verband 
auf buchreport-Nachfrage.
Aktuell wartet man auf Rückmeldung, ob ein offizielles Verfahren 
eingeleitet wird. 
Dass der Börsenverein die gebündelte Abwicklung à la „Deal“ kritisch 
sieht, hat er bereits in der Vergangenheit deutlich gemacht. Er war 
2017 aber im ersten Anlauf mit einer Kartellbeschwerde gescheitert.
Der Börsenverein des Deutschen Buchhandels ist ein Verein, der die Interessen aller drei 
Handelsstufen im Buchhandel vertritt (Verlag als Hersteller, Zwischenbuchhandel als 
Großhandel, Sortimentsbuchhandel als verbreitender Buchhandel).
Legal dangers
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European University Association  
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https://eua.eu/resources/publications/829:2019-big-deals-survey-report.html
Helmholtz Open Science Report
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Open Access an wissenschaftlichen Einrichtungen in Deutschland. Ergebnisse 
einer Erhebung im Jahr 2018. Bericht. Heinz Pampel
http://gfzpublic.gfz-potsdam.de/pubman/faces/viewItemOverviewPage.jsp?itemId=escidoc:4550890
Zotero / Helmholtz Open Science Group / Top-Level Items, List of related articles:
https://api.zotero.org/groups/238631/items/top?start=0&limit=25&format=atom&v=1
This report presents the results of a quantitative survey on Open Access among 
research institutions in Germany. 701 German universities, universities of applied 
sciences and non-university research institutes were invited to take part in this 
survey. From September to November 2018, 403 academic institutions took part. 
Hence, it is the most comprehensive survey on Open Access practices in Germany 
to this day.
40.45 % (n = 163) of the institutions have an Open Access policy. 
31.27% (n = 126) do not plan to adopt a policy on Open Access.
23.82% (n = 96) of the institutions y plan to establish an Open Access policy.
58.81% (n = 237) operate an Open Access repository. 
23.57% (n = 95) do not plan to install an OA repository 
13.90% (n = 56) plan to build an OA repository in the future.
Helmholtz Open Science Report
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A partial list of findings:
 Open Access article processing charges are financed by various 
means
 Open Access publication funds are only available at a few institutions
 Various criteria for operating Open Access publication funds
 Various accounting procedures for Open Access publication fees
 Different contract models for Open Access
 Monitoring of Open Access publication costs little established
 Only at a few institutions OA publications exceed 40% of all 
publications
 Few institutions have an Open Access transformation strategy
 Funding policy as well as consortium Open Access agreements are 
named as key external measures for the success of Open Access 
transformation
 Financing by third parties and national cost-cutting agreements 
are seen as central to the future financing of Open Access
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There are Critics
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https://www.wissenschaftsmanagement-online.de/system/files/downloads-
wimoarticle/1805_WIMO_DEAL_Woisetschlaeger_Von%20der%20Oelsnitz.pdf
International Consortium of Industrial and 
Applied Mathematics (ICIAM)
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With APCs we identified the following problems that directly affect 
researchers, libraries, and publishers:
 Researchers that do not have funding for APCs are denied their 
right to publish (e.g., in developing countries or underfunded 
research areas).
 To secure or increase profits, quality may be sacrificed, both in 
terms of editorial selection and production quality.
 Intransparent pricing models may lead to increased costs.
International Consortium of Industrial and 
Applied Mathematics (ICIAM)
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During the ICIAM congress in July 2019 its member societies and 
their publishing houses agreed on the following basic principles for 
their publishing models:
 They will guarantee high quality publications without any 
compromises.
 They guarantee long-term availability and access to all 
publications.
 They manage costs responsibly in transparent pricing models 
while maintaining quality.
 They serve the mathematical community and not unrelated 
shareholders and surplus funds are used to support the 
community (e.g., publishing of books, support of conferences, 
prizes).
 Community based publishing houses see themselves as a part of a 
wider community where the stakeholders (publishers, editors, 
authors, reviewers, and libraries) collaborate.
International Consortium of Industrial and 
Applied Mathematics (ICIAM)
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At the moment there are several possible alternative models discussed in 
the community. 
Examples of such models are:
1. Subscribe to open: existing subscription payments from libraries 
continue but the publications are made open access if sufficient libraries 
subscribe and continue to renew.
2. A national or even global funding pool is formed where library 
organizations or funding bodies (or even companies) fund open access 
publishing. 
3. Virtual mirror journals are formed that guarantee open access and avoid 
the hybrid character of a journal.
4. Classical publishing based on subscription continues and immediately 
before publishing the content of the article is posted on servers of the 
journal, the arxiv or national servers.
5. Complete open access publishing based on voluntary work of the 
community without revenue for the publisher.
International Consortium of Industrial and 
Applied Mathematics (ICIAM)
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Compared to APC-based models we see the following benefits of new 
OA publishing models (such as 1. and 2.) for universities, research 
organisations, and libraries:
 Costs are kept low.
 No financial risk due to a varying publishing output.
 Less administrative work without fee handling.
 Maintenance of high quality.
 Stronger cooperation with the scientific community.
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 The market will decide – whatever we do! (States do interfere!)
 The market is oligopolistic/monopolistic (with some small and
powerless additional players) on the publisher side.
 The author/reader/user side is atomistic and therefore very weak. 
The publishers know that and play the associated power game.
 Plain message: Scientists and librarians must work together and build
a cooperative team that forms a strong player. Unfortunately, too
many focus on the difficulties and not on the opportunities that arise.
 Germany has managed to form such a team. It still needs effort to
keep the groups together. It is worth the effort!
 Even publishers believe/state that gold open access is the way to go.
 Main problem: Transition phase from subscription to Gold OA.
Finally
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The German effort is but one exercise in the attempt to change the
world of publication. It is hard work but seems to be successful.
Such efforts need to be made elsewhere too. Worldwide cooperation
and coordination is more than necessary. Concentrate on big steps, 
solve small details later. I do often hear: 
 Our situation is different. We need to consider this and that.
 We do not have the power to do that.
 It is too difficult.
No, this is not true. The world of publication can be operated in better
and much cheaper ways. We just have to keep going.
And we should not stop with Open Access!
Remember my dream of the scholarly paradise?
There is still to achieve: Open Data, Open Source, …, i.e.,
Open Science in general. 
I am not giving up (although I have to retire in one year).
Project DEAL: Plans, 
Challenges, Results
Martin Grötschel
Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences and Humanities
Day Two, October 10, 2019
10:10-10:40: [Keynote Two]
Thanks for your Attention
